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Technical and Artistic Skills 
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3. A Local Presence 

4. Client Database 
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8. Cash Flow   (To buy, or not to buy?) 

9. Business Ethics   (It’s your reputation!) 

10. Quality Output 

11. Fine Art Presentation 

12. Packages & Pricing 
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14. Adding Value 

15. Your Expertise  (The value of your time) 
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1  Organizing and Editing 
●   Keep only your best images.  There is no reason to clutter your stock library with 
images that have no value or resale potential to clients.  Overshoot jobs so you can edit 
to just the best images. 

●   Don’t have an emotional connection to poor images.  Your kids photos, yes – but 
stock library photos, no.  There are no good reasons to keep poor images – it doesn’t 
matter that it was your birthday or the sky was particularly blue, or that some other 
great experience happened that day – cut poor images. 

●   When you’re shooting think in terms of quality and usefulness, especially when it 
comes to stock library images.  Move from bad locations to better locations, get the 
light in the best position – don’t just keep shooting for the sake of shooting. 

●   When you’re shooting think in terms of subject “depth”, how deep your images go to 
portray the subject in all its various aspects.  Images of wildlife interacting, feeding, 
caring for young, hunting, fighting - will sell better than an animal walking across a 
meadow. 

●   Plan photo trips (beyond the needs of your current clients) that will add value to your 
stock library.  Coyotes in a field are fine, but coyotes near saguaro cactus or crossing a 
snow field, swimming a river, etc add value to your coyote stock images. 

●   Rename Files.  If they are for a particular client – rename using their account number 
or name.  If they are for your stock library rename with a sequential number so you can 
keep track of them. 

●   Always have a minimum of two back-up copies of all your images on external hard 
drives.  On a safari I download the images initially to my laptop, then when I’m back at 
my desk I transfer them to my main desktop computer.  After editing them I copy them 
to one of my external drives.  Once they are processed and renamed then they are 
copied into two different external drives.  Then, about every month, the complete 
Photography directory is copied to another external that is never plugged into my 
Desktop except for this copy to be done. 
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●   In editing images look for a loss of sharpness, cluttered backgrounds or foregrounds, 
scattered subjects, or compositional mistakes that defeat the images potential value - 
delete them.  

●   Strong images have many attributes, but here are a few to look for: 

Strong Subjects 
Emotion 

Strong Color 
Strong Action 

Clean foregrounds/backgrounds 
Balance in the Composition 

Sharpness 
Composition Elements 
Great Image Processing 

 

●   Don’t allow programs to file your images by date.  Create a simple folder system on 
your C:  drive to organize your images.  My folder is C:\Photography.  From there I have 
other folders that divide up the images for Clients (then folders with the name or 
number of that client), Stock Library, Family, etc. 

●   My Stock Library folder has group folders inside it, like “Landscapes”, “Big-Game 
Animals”, “Birds”, “Flora”, “Predators”, etc.  Inside of the Predators folder are folders 
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for individual subjects, like Black Bears, Coyotes, Gray Wolves, Red Fox, etc.  

●   My Client folders are even more simple and easy to find.  I use the year I shot them, 
then the next sequential four digit account number, and their name to identify them.  
Like this: 

20041016 Gish Seniors 
20041017 Smith Family 
20041018 Taylor Wedding 

 - Engagements 
 - Bridals 
 - Wedding 
 - Reception 

20041019 Branson Seniors 
  
  

20121989 Kline Wedding 
 - Engagements 
 - Wedding 

20121990 Tulare Regional Medical Center 
 

It doesn’t get any easier than that.  Account sub-folders separate different images from 
that job – like an engagements folder within a client’s wedding folder, or shots from 
different months. 

●   I go one step further in organizing my images.  Non-client images that go in my Stock 
Library are renamed sequentially.  When I converted from film to digital the numbering 
system changed from F-xxxxxx, to do D-xxxxxx.  I enter information about each image 
(number, subject, location, date, and a subject extension) into a database program so I 
can track sales, submissions, etc.  The program I use for this is Microsoft Access.  It is a 
relational database that, like all databases, stores information in tables but allows you 
to create forms, reports, searches, etc with that information. 

●   The images I shoot go through 3 distinct edits before making it into a client file or a 
stock library directory.  First, I edit out all the poor images where the exposure or 
sharpness is off.  That means all the weaker bracketed images as well.  Second, I crop 
out the images with poor composition, distracting elements that I can’t photoshop out, 
that are unbalanced, or have some other terminal problem.  Third, I edit out all the 
images that don’t have a strong subject, are duplicates, or lack impact.  This third level 
of editing is very subjective – and no two photographers will edit out the same images – 
but it must be done to maintain the quality of your library of images. 
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2  Your Storefront (Website) 
●   This is your business card online.  As far as I’m concerned there is nothing more 
important than having a good website that will promote your photography.  Whether 
you have a studio or not, this is your “storefront” to the world.  The images and 
content on your website’s homepage is your chance to impress in those first few 
seconds of exposure to potential clients. 

●   Make your website address as simple as possible.  Mine is 
www.amwestphoto.com – while nice, I would probably rather have my name now.  
My business name has always been American West Photography, thus I used letters 
from each word to create the address. 
 
I think brentpaull.com would have been better – but there are too many links to my 
old address now to change it. 

●   Your site should have galleries of images of your best work.  Never use mediocre 
images to fill a table of images – they represent you. 

●   Your site should create a buzz, and take into account your niche market, which we 
will talk about later. 

●   Get a following by blogging about shoots and activities that you are involved with.  
With all the time demands I have already, blogging consistently has been difficult for 
me.  I blog about photoshop tricks that might help others in processing images.  I 
blog about the safaris I go and give folks some pointers about locations and tactics.   
Yet, as soon as I’ve gone a couple of weeks I’m many blogs behind.  Not only do I 
have my own Wordpress blog, but I blog on other sites as well.  I blog about my 
Yellowstone safaris on a site called yellowstone.net, and I’m a guest blogger at Black 
Star Rising, a photo oriented blog.  More about this in the Networking chapter. 

  

http://www.amwestphoto.com/
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●   Last but not least is your sites content.  Your site must draw visitors back.  The 
better and more abundant your content, the more visitors will bookmark your site 
and return.  The more visitors that return, the more times you are hired for jobs or 
sell images.  Here is a link on my website to add content: 

 

The California Wildflowers link takes visitors (on a new page) to this: 

 

 The California Academy of Sciences Wildflowers website. 
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●   I will only put links to websites and/or people who don’t compete directly with 
me.  If I don’t offer framing, then, if you have a friend who is a framer, offer a link on 
your site to them if they will do the same for you.  

●   Most web design software is fairly inexpensive.  Adobe’s Dreamweaver is an 
exception, but others like Web Design Studio 5, Web Easy Professional, etc. are 
available at low cost. 
These are wysiwyg editors – what you see is what you get. 
 
I use a really old 2003 program that isn’t made anymore called Microsoft Frontpage, 
but since I do my own design work it works fine. 

●   You will also need a hosting service.  You create your website on your computer 
using your software, and then upload it to your server for dissemination to the 
public.  I use a company called Westhost, and pay about $8.75/month.  If you decide 
to use them mention I referred you. 
 
The hosting company provides you with so much space in gigabytes for a certain 
price, and so much bandwidth – the volume of downloads it can download at any 
one time.  You get an account name and a password – which you enter when you are 
uploading to your website.  Your website address is directed at your website host so 
that when it is typed in it will route immediately to your server address at the host 
site. 

●   If you go to my site you can tell I’m not a pro website designer.  However, it’s 
simple and effective, and there is a lot of content.  Also, it shows that you can do it 
yourself. 
 
My website began over a decade ago and has morphed many times; hopefully each 
version has been improved over the previous versions.   
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3  A Local Presence 
●   Create a niche market.  In order to compete locally you need to be as good, or 
better, than your competitors at some aspect of photography.  Maybe it’s 
photographing babies, sports, weddings, landscapes, or production facilities, etc.  It 
has to be something.  You may not even know initially, but it should come to you 
over time. 

●   Advertise your website through business cards, brochures, and word of mouth.  
Tell everyone to go there.  If you have attended one of my seminars you know that I 
give away those bi-fold brochures as an example of what you can do with your 
images at a relatively low cost. 

●   Use county fairs, art festivals, bridal fairs, etc. to promote your work.  You don’t 
need to necessarily show lots of framed photos (expensive), you can show a couple, 
hand out promotional literature, and offer free drawings for family or senior sittings. 

●   Local newspapers and magazines are always looking for good articles written by 
local people.  If you can write a first person account of an experience you have had, 
back it up with 4-6 good images, you will get published locally. 

●   Whether you want to sell landscape images online, or some other type of 
photography, being the go-to local photographer is very important.  Local business 
opportunities are always your first level of income.  My first few dozen commercial 
jobs came through referrals from past clients, and from people who knew me but 
who I had never shot for.  There were times I just went into businesses to drop off a 
business card and a few seconds of small talk with whomever I met at the front.  
Later, after I had a studio, I didn’t have to solicit business in this manner – they came 
to me. 

●   For years I ran my photography business from a spare bedroom, and did pretty 
well.  But as my photography evolved from freelance wildlife/nature photography to 
portraiture, the need for a full-blown studio increased. 
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This was my studio in Providence, Utah.  I built it as an addition to my home, about 
930 sq. feet, vaulted ceilings with switched plug-ins for my studio lights.  Many 
people stopped to visit with me to see what types of photography I did.  I became 
the local photographer. 

 
One of my business cards. 
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●   Three things really helped me in my local market.  I had a visible studio people 
could drive by every day and see, with a nice sign and comfortable feel.  I had a 
website that those who couldn’t drive by could go to and look at images and review 
packages and other information.  Lastly, I participated in bridal fairs, shoot 
commercially in the area, and published locally so folks got familiar with my name 
and the name of my business. 
 
●   Through Printrunner.com I paid about $140 for 500 of these brochures, which I 
created with their template on my computer in Photoshop CS5.  This is the second 
printing (there were different photos in the first brochure) and I use it as a 
promotional piece as well as a selling vehicle for my fine art photography. 

 

This is the outside view of the bi-fold.  Notice that my name is on it, as well as my 
business name, my website, and inside the fold is my phone number.  The cost was 
approximately .28¢ per piece, far less than any type of mailing and postage.  
Promotional handouts show off some of your best, most marketable images, graphic 
arts abilities, as well as show your professionalism.   

●   This image (below) was for the cover of the 2012 Tulare (California) County Grand 
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Jury’s year end report.  You just never know all the possible sales uses for your images.  
Until they approached me I didn’t even know this was a possible use.  This image was 
taken on a local safari meant to increase the number of local landscape images in my 
Stock Library.  In their final use the bottom 15% was cropped off to fit the report 
dimensions. 
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●   This layout with photos is a good example of how a simple set of business images 
expanded into a published brochure that both wentt on the business’ wall as fine art,   
their promotional ads in magazines as well. 

e  

As photographers we come by our graphic arts abilities honestly.  This is another 
skill we can offer businesses in our local communities in conjuction with our 
photography.  A magazine subscription to Photoshop User magazine goes along way 
to reinforcing our graphic arts abilities. 
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4  Client Database 
●   Collect everyone’s e-mail addresses.  More important than phone numbers in 
today’s connected society, e-mails, which can be read on phones and i-pads, is the 
way to go.  These e-mail addresses allow you to regularly put your work in front of 
potential clients’ eyes.  Oh, and e-mailing is free.  There are a number of software e-
mail programs out there that will do a good job of mass e-mailings.   

●   Obviously, getting addresses and phone numbers comes in second.  Back in the 
days of film we sent out postcards advertising special events or prices, and it was 
expensive.  While still a valid promotional tool, mail has become too expensive for 
broad use, at least for me.  I never mail anything I can e-mail or create an album link 
to for folks to use on their computer.  Snail mail is heading south fast. 

●   There is nothing more golden than a client referral.  Reward those that give you 
these kinds of referrals (though sometimes you don’t find out how new clients got to 
you – unless you ask) with additional discounts, or even free sittings.  If you create a 
database (like I use) to keep client records, make sure you have a Notes field that will 
allow you to record who referred who. 

●   A relational database program, like Microsoft Access, allows you to create not 
only tables to store data, but forms to enter that data and reports to analyze that 
data.  By using an account number as the key relationship between tables, 
information is easily analyzed and catalogued so by entering just an account number 
all that clients payments, items purchased, shoot details, addresses, e-mails, phone 
numbers can be pulled up in a split second.  I couldn’t run my business without this 
database program. 

●   No matter how you build your database, being able to access that list of potential 
clients, regular clients, or just those interested in photography will move your 
business ahead and keep you in communication.  There are other types of client 
databases that we need to use in this modern world, and which will be discussed in 
the next chapter – and those are social networking databases like Twitter and 
Facebook. 
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5  Networking 
●   Collect Connections.  When you meet people record who they work for and what they 
do.  Photography buyers come in all shapes and sizes and your friends, or friends of 
friends, could make a connection for you with them. 

●   Social Networking on Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, or on blogs is important these days 
as a source of information.  Trading information with other professionals will lead you to 
become a better photographer.   Putting up your images for critique is also an important 
part of your journey into photography.  Joining Flicker Photo Groups will be invaluable 
due to the critiques and comments you receive.  Without proper critiquing of your 
images it’s hard for you to grow as a photographer, so social networking among other 
photographers and photo groups is important. 

●   Twitter and Facebook can be powerful tools in building your business.  Make sure that 
when you create an account the word “photo” or “photography” is mentioned.  Follow 
as many photographers as you can find that shoot in your field whose work you admire.  
Follow industry leaders like Nikon or Canon and photo vendors.  Don’t be afraid to 
retweet others images.  Become immersed in photography.  When folks tweet a 
question you can answer, then answer, or add to the conversation.  Some things not to 
do include talking about politics or religion, or other personal opinions that are sure to 
turn off some readers.  Tweet out links to your website or images, asking for others to 
critique the images, layout, or content.  Tweet about current assignments, a photo safari 
you are on, or a great opportunity you have come across.  Tweet for advice concerning 
business affairs, camera issues, gaining clients, image processing problems, possible 
photo locations or destinations.  People out there in social media land are looking for the 
same answers you are; this will help you establish credibility with your peers. 

●   Joining local photo groups and clubs, as well as attending seminars and safaris (like 
mine), is another valuable tool for you to use to get better.  National organizations like 
the PPA and NANPA are great sources of information as well. 

●   Family personal and business connections are important in getting you started.  
Sometimes you just need to ask family and friends if they know of business people who 
might be in the market for images.  A local hospital is a good example.  After a couple of 
phone calls I was rewarded with a 10 minute meeting.  I showed some images and I 
brought along a 20”x30” framed and matted print.  I followed that up with an e-mail, and 
was invited back to show more images, prices, etc.  They are now the largest buyer of my 
images, with 130 fine art pieces hanging in the hospital to date. 

●   One of your best friends should be your framer.  Framing is at least as expensive, if 
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not more, that what you charge for a fine art print.  Clients can sometimes be dismayed 
at the potential framing costs of buying your image. 
 
I never bought many pre-made mattes or frames, and have never ordered them from 
printers who have framing as a secondary offering.  Beautifully framed and matted 
images make your images look better. 

 

Framed images in my Providence studio.  I had spotlights in the ceiling to shine down on 
my framed display photos.  I had images from 30”x40” down to 11”x14” on the walls, all 
matted and framed by my framer.  The variety of sizes, types of images, and quality of 
framing impressed clients when they entered my studio.  I sold many nature images right 
off the wall, with no commission going to a gallery. 

●   There is a difference between referring other businesses based on a friendship, or 
other relationship, and advertising for them.  I am not a video guy, but kept business 
cards of friends who were videographers.  With my name on the back of the card, my 
friends knew who was sending them referrals – and in return they referred me. 

●   I’ve never turned down a photography job that I knew I was qualified to shoot.  
Whether big or small, well served clients will inevitably use you again.  The job shooting 
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these custom made door handles was simple and easy, but it ended up leading to other 
local businesses the company was affiliated with in their printing and graphic arts 
divisions. 

 

●   Many folks have trouble networking people they hardly know, and I am one of them.  
It takes some chutzpah and arrogance to push yourself.  But I also know that my work is 
very good.  Not to be too callous, but there are a lot of poor quality photographers out 
there who just want to make a buck.  Any sale at any price is a short-sighted business 
plan. 

●   Go to Wordpress and start a blog.  Blog weekly about what your doing, where you are 
shooting, and thoughts or feelings you have about your specific photo interests. 
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6  Your Blog 

 
●   One great networking tool, nearly as important as your website, is your blog.  I 
mentioned it earlier but want to emphasize how important it is in building a following to 
your photographic activities.  I use Wordpress to host my blog and it costs me nothing, just 
the time to write and create new blog articles.  The site is the industry standard, and with a 
plethora of templates, tools, and support, it makes blogging simple.  Below is a partial 
screen capture of my Wordpress blog: 
 

 
 
To be honest, I don’t blog nearly enough.  You should add to your blog no less than weekly, 
and adding a new blog every few days would be even better – and build an even larger 
following. 
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●   I’ve read where blogs will get more Google traffic than your average website.  Wow.  
Not only will you appeal to your targeted clients and markets, but it will pull in new 
readers who can follow you through subscribing with RSS feeds (RSS stands for Really 
Simple Syndication), which send out updates every time you post a new blog article.  Of 
course, I have a link from my website to my blog, and vice versa. 
 
●   The direction your blog takes is important.  It should emphasize the type of 
photography that you do, and not bounce around among other types.  If you are a portrait 
photographer then blog images of your best portraits, of a typical sitting, how a wedding 
shoot went, a recent bridal show, and shoots that emphasize portraiture’s variety of 
subject matter – like seniors, children, bridals, headshots, families, etc.  Don’t post blog 
articles that might confuse your targeted audience as to what you specialize in. 
 

Here is a list of some of the recent 
posts I’ve done on my blog.  Since my 
blog is about photography and 
photoshop there is a mix of safaris, 
experiences, stories from the field, 
and photoshop tricks.   
 
It is not as inclusive as I would like 
because I generally only blog from my 
office computer, and not from my 
laptop in the field.  This results in me 
missing dozens of opportunities to 
blog while on safaris throughout the 
American West. 
 
My blog also lists upcoming safaris, 
and you can break the list of articles 
down by category, such as photo 
safaris, photography skills, wildlife 
woodcraft, photoshop skills, and 
stories from the field.  This allows site 
visitors to immediately access 
important information and articles. 
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●   I did a lot of studying when it came to the use of a blog, how it can help you build a 
community of followers, and how you can drive them away.  Here are a few tips I have 
learned over the years: 
 
- try and understand the thinking of your target market and write with them in mind. 
- keep your layout simple and emphasize the photography. 
- give up valuable information to your audience, don’t hold back. 
- write honestly and truthfully, don’t exaggerate or embellish events. 
- only post your very best images. 
- don’t write in annoying capital letters, like SIGN UP NOW!! 
- write frequently, but keep the article to a reasonable size for the event. 
- include details in your blog that others might not understand. 
- don’t be afraid to tell the truth in terms of mistakes you have made; teach others. 
- note the opinions of respected professionals in your blog articles. 
- don’t use your blog as a platform to attack others, organizations, groups, etc. 
- build on previous articles to show your growth as a photographer. 
- never respond to trolls who post outlandish and unwanted comments on your blog. 
- comment on current events in your area of photography. 
- add your blog’s name to your posts. 
- promote your blog via your website, facebook, twitter, blog directories, etc. 
- folks love to read a series of stories, so break a large post into smaller posts. 
- add links to other blogs, articles, or information that is relevant to your post. 
- make contact information easy to find on your blog, remember it’s about building clients. 
- have goals for your blog in terms of reach, and visitor views. 
- keyword photos that you post on your blog to help search engines find them. 
- imbed the keyword information in the metadata, also title the image with keywords. 
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7  Photo Markets 

●   Markets can include: 

Portraiture Mass Markets Fine Art Commercial 

Families 
Weddings 

Seniors 
Children 

Corporate 

Stock Image Sales 
Online Art Sales 

Calendars 
Post Cards 

Screen Savers 

Individuals 
Interior Designers 

Medical Offices 
Hospitals 

New Construction 

Editorial Packages 
Freelance 

Industrial Imaging 
Industrial 

Agriculture 

●   In 1985 I began my journey into photography as a freelancer, submitting images 
to nature and hunting magazines based on a want list they periodically sent out, or 
via a query from me.  After that first article/photo package publication It took a 
number of submissions before my first freelance image was published.  

  

●   I continued writing photo/essay packages for magazines and newspapers.  Local 
and regional magazines were my best clients.  When I lived in Utah I was published 
regularly in St.George Magazine, The Deseret News, Utah Business Magazine, Utah 
Highways, The Daily Spectrum, Southwest Magazine, Arizona Wildlife Views, Bird 
Watcher’s Digest, Birder’s World, Audubon’s American Birds, Hunting, Peterson’s 
Photographic, Fur-Fish-Game, Montana Magazine, Bugle Magazine, and many 
others.  The article/photos (below) is from Utah Highways Magazine. 
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●   From freelancing article/image packages and individual images I moved into more 
commercial photography - shooting lodges, ranches, hunting camps, and products 
for various businesses in Utah and Wyoming.  I shot industrial images, events, sports, 
bands, buildings, artwork, jewelry, small airlines, indian reservations (wildlife and 
landscapes), dogs, motorcycles, hotrods, national park rangers, domestic and wild 
horses … today the list seems endless.  Besides graphic arts skills I also developed a 
talent for restoring old and damaged pictures, and later offered that service through 
my studio. 

●   When I first started out I was struggling to cover just my photography equipment 
expenses, travel, etc.  Looking back I can see that I benefited from shooting a broad 
range of subjects, and learning lighting ratios and composition.  The product 
brochure below is for the ChemDry company, Harris Research.  It lasted two days and 
paid over $1000. 
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●   As my business moved through many of the possible photography markets I made 
a stunning discovery, people paid better than bears – and they paid upfront. 
 
In the 1990’s I began doing more portraiture, more weddings and families.  I learned 
that I enjoyed shooting great images of everything, and everybody.  I don’t know 
why it took me that long to figure that out.  In the mid ‘90’s I began sketching out 
possible studio additions to my house.  One of my best friends, Bryan Sutton, and his 
dad, Bob – who I had worked for as a carpenter when I was a teenager built my 
studio with whatever help I could give them. 
 
Since that time I’ve shot nearly a thousand family sittings and over seven hundred 
weddings.  Occassionaly, when teaching a portrait seminar, I will be asked if shooting 
weddings and the possibility of ruining images or a broken camera bothers me.  
Nope.  There comes a time when you trust yourself and your equipment. 
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8  Cash Flow 
(to buy or not to buy) 

●   I would be lying to say that I started out with the best camera system, the best 
body and lenses, or best tripod.  In the 1980’s I owned a new Olympus OM-10FC body 
and a number of lenses of various brands: Olympus, Vivitar, Sigma, etc. 
 
But as I improved I needed a bigger system, with a bigger variety of lenses and 
accessories – and sold my Olympus equipment and moved into Nikon, and I’ve shot 
Nikon ever since. 
 
Let the quality of your work dictate your expenditures on equipment.  Better 
equipment won’t turn you into a better photographer.  Not managing cash flow, 
spending without earning – is putting the cart before the horse, literally. 

●   Small clients pay up front, while large businesses are use to invoicing their bills 
after receiving the goods or services you provide. 
 
When small clients come in to order enlargements, or order over the phone, or via e-
mail - they pay at the time of the order.  Now they may have to send a check, drop off 
cash, or give me a credit card over the phone (or in person) – but they pay before I 
send off the order.  Period.  No exceptions. 
 
You can not front the money (in terms of printing costs) to folks who could change 
their minds and stiff you by not picking up the order.  A change in financial 
circumstances, a looming divorce, buyer’s remorse, or changed feelings are just a few 
of the possible reasons for images not getting picked up and paid for.  Carrying 
accounts receivable for small clients is not good business practice. 

●   In today’s world you have to have a smart phone that accepts credit cards.  Credit 
card payments far exceed any other type of payment today.  I use Square as my 
credit card agency.  In the past I have used banks and other credit card companies to 
manage my sales via card.  They charged me a yearly account fee, monthly fees, 
statement fees – as well as the usual percentages for each credit card use. 
 
It was great for them and bad for me.  Square charges me a slightly higher percentage 
– 2.5% (3.5% if hand entered and not swiped) but without all the fees.  Because it is 
run through an app on my I-phone I can charge clients anywhere – what a huge 
convenience, certainly worth the extra one percent. 

●   Without careful money management you are doomed to die a death by a 
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thousand small charges.  Again, many books have been written about small business 
accounting and the need for you to build your business before investing heavily.  
Photography isn’t like the steel industry, where massive costs are incurred before 
production.  Once you have reasonable camera equipment it’s up to you to get your 
money’s worth before advancing up the food chain of equipment. 

 

●   I paid $5000 in 2005 for this Nikon D2x body and put a half million shots through it 
before upgrading to the D3s, for another $5200 dollars. 

●   I have lenses, flashes, flash brackets, and tripods that are a decade old and still 
going strong.  My Nikon photo vest, patches and all, that I got sometime in the mid-
1990’s I think, gets to the seamstress regularly for minor tears and repairs. 
 
How much new stuff do you need?  My feeling is that if it’s some critical piece of 
equipment, buy it – but if it’s just because you are in a buying mood, have a few extra 
bucks handy, or it’s just the latest – forget it. 

●   Keep your fixed costs low, such as equipment and/or studio.  Keep your variable 
costs lower.  Having a vehicle to travel to shoots is a fixed cost, you have to have it – 
but the travel costs associated with each job vary, such as gas, tires, maintenance, 
food, hotels, etc. 

●   One fixed cost we can’t avoid is a good desktop computer, plus a laptop for most 
of us.  Again, you don’t need a high-end expensive computer to run Photoshop.  Just 
about any new computer, with at least a 1TB hard drive and 8 Gigs of Memory will 
do. 
 

●   I wish software was a simple purchase, but it isn’t.  Adobe Photoshop is the 
industry standard for digital image processing.  It is a $600 program with $150 
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upgrades every other year or so.  Adobe Photoshop Elements is a stripped down 
version that is much less expensive but still has the important Layers and Masking 
tools. 
 
There are times when the software saves you; it’s the cavalry that comes charging in 
at the last minute to fix an important, but otherwise flawed image for an important 
client. 
 
In this digital photography world you have to be a photoshop pro.  If you aren’t using 
it then it should be at the top of your wish list.  Those folks you compete for business 
with, that aren’t photoshop pros, will never consistently produce images to compete 
with yours.  Buy it. 
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9   Business Ethics  
(It’s your reputation) 

●   Your clients expect your best work.  When you take their money to shoot a job for 
them you’re obligated to create images that are within their level expectations (not 
yours).  If you knowingly can’t do that, then you are stealing from them. 
 
I’ve known photographers in the past who knew that the poor quality of their work 
would preclude them from ever being hired again.  They try to offset that quality by 
giving away their digital files to the client, hoping the value of the files will offset 
their poorly shot images.  There is nothing professional about that. 

●   Retain client money for anticipated costs.  We have all heard the story of some 
friend who has been waiting three months for her wedding album, or enlargement 
order from a family sitting.  Why?  Well, the reason is your photographer spent your 
money on current bills and doesn’t have the money to pay for your print order – and 
that is poor business ethics.  They are waiting for the next client to pay for your 
order.   
 
As mentioned before, clients need to pay for enlargement orders up front.  The flip 
side to that is photographers need to retain money sufficient to cover those orders 
so clients don’t have to wait.  No print order takes longer than three weeks, and 
most are done much quicker. 

●   Don’t shoot jobs that feel uncomfortable to you, or you don’t feel qualified to 
shoot.  I don’t shoot boudoir (bedroom) portraiture or anything that is revealing or 
based on sexuality.  It’s been a choice for me to say no to those requests.  
Femininity- yes, Sexuality – no.  Once you start down that road your reputation will 
suffer with those who don’t value that type of photography – like the mothers who 
hire you. 

●   In small communities this can really be a problem.  There are times when others 
think they can build themselves up to a potential client by tearing you down.  Never 
participate in this kind of behavior because it only makes you look bad, and worse, 
unprofessional.  The only thing I ever say to folks who ask is for them to look at their 
online images, then look at mine, and think about whose images they best see 
themselves in. 
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●   Your website images will be stolen at some point in time.  Period.  But don’t let 
that inevitability stop you from putting your best images online.  Accept it as a form 
of flattery and realize that the huge value to you of displaying your best work is much 
greater than a few lost dollars on a stolen sale.  I’ve found my images stolen and put 
on other photographer’s websites advertising their abilities!  The image below, of the 
elk silhouette, was stolen off my website (at just 600 pixels wide at 72ppi) and used 
on this huge Interstate billboard sign.  A letter from my lawyer threatening legal 
action got me a cool $1600, when I would have sold it to them for $300.  Copyright 
infringement is a federal crime with severe penalties. 

 

●   Money is the source of much of the evil done in our world.  Never turn your 
money over to anyone to control, nor allow others to accept payments on your 
behalf.  No matter how much you distain paying bills, sending out invoices, or 
important financial recordkeeping – my advice is to do it yourself.  No matter how 
much you might trust friends or family, they will never look out for you as well as you 
would look out for yourself.  In my own business I had a trusted friend of nine years 
that tried to surreptitiously steal clients and payments behind my back.  In the end I 
lost a few hundred dollars and a friend, he lost a mentor to his own business, a 
friend, and gained a reputation as a liar and cheat among a large group of other 
photographers he would see often. 

 

10   Quality Output 
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●   What separates professionals from amateurs is their output – the quality of the 
final, processed image – whether as a file, or as a print for their clients use.  Building 
your client base and gaining new clients is directly related to the quality of your 
photographic output. 
 
Professionals spend extensive time learning a program like Photoshop (CS6 is the 
current version) so that they can increase the value of their images for their client.  
For portraiture you have to learn how to remove blemishes and scars, fix stray hair, 
fix teeth, whiten eyes, smooth wrinkles, airbrush skin, and in some situations, fix 
closed eyes, move faces from other images, change heads, and even insert people 
who weren’t in the original image.  How about removing clutter from the 
background of an image?  Or even replacing the background. 
 
These are expectations that a client has of a professional photographer. 
Quality doesn’t have a price; it is an expectation of our clients.  No one cares about a 
few extra dollars if the result is what they expected. 

●   Though this is a repeat … show only your best work.  Never let a client see your 
edited outtakes.  You own those images and you can delete the bad ones.  When I 
take a job shooting a senior, the package calls for so many “proofs” – say 25.  I will 
shoot 150 images and edit to the very best 25.  Those edited out images are deleted.  
If a client asks to see the other shots I simply tell them I deleted them due to a 
variety of problems: closed eyes, blurry, look fat (they understand that), etc. 
 
Never put below average images in your website galleries just to fill up the gallery.  
Never submit images for publication consideration that aren’t your best work, fewer, 
stronger images will have more impact. 

●   Here are the software programs that I use in all facets of my photography 
business: 

Adobe Photoshop CS 6 Image Processing and Retouching 
ACDSee 6 Pro Image Management 

Microsoft Frontpage Website Design and Management 
Microsoft Access Relational Database 

Microsoft Powerpoint Audio/Visual Shows 
Microsoft Word Authoring 

Imagenomic Noiseware Pro Image Noise Reduction 
NIK Color eFex Pro Image Enhancements 

ScreenSaver Factory Pro Produce ScreenSaver Products 
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Camtasia Studio Produce Video Clips 
Quicken Business Accounting  

Adobe Acrobat Pro PDF Design for Downloads 
 

 

 
●   Here are some of the labs and online companies I use: 

Photopipe.com Portraiture Enlargements and Prints 
Replicolor.com Fine Art Enlargements on Archive Paper 
BayPhoto.com Gallery wraps, canvas, and some framing 

BHPhotovideo.com Camera Equipment and hardware 
DickBlick.com Mattes, frames, displays 
Adorama.com Camera Equipment and hardware 

Mpix.com General and Client Printing 
JustCloud.com Online image backup 
Dropbox.com Sending full-size images to others 
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11   Fine Art Presentation 
 

●   Photo Impact.  The opportunity to display images, either in public display or as a 
gallery show was certainty an exciting event for me.  The most important element in 
choosing an image is photo impact.  Whether through subject, action, color, etc. – 
the image should grab the viewer and invite them to stare at it, understand it. 

●   Photo Retouching.  If you can tell an image has been retouched then you have 
failed.  Seamless, invisible, careful retouching must be done to ensure the quality of 
the print.  No dust spots, etc.  Image size should determine appropriate levels of 
sharpening. 
 
Once again, many books have been dedicated to printing and displaying fine art 
images.  Most make similar points about a quality image, great processing, and pre-
production work.  Depending upon the images you are producing – there should be 
some kind of theme in the images you display.  Many of the shows I’ve done have 
been wildlife oriented, so my selection of interesting, non-typical, strongly composed 
images was representative of my photography. 
 
Showing your work can be painful.  Most folks look, and few buy - and at first I took 
that as a rejection.  But after doing a number of art fairs and gallery shows I learned 
to talk to the lookers and have them critique the images for me.  This moved me 
farther down the road to producing (and choosing) images that had not only an 
artistic feel that represented my photography, but also a commercial appeal that led 
to greater sales. 

●   The Paper.  Sharpness is an important element in most fine art prints.  Matte 
paper has a texture that lessens the perceived sharpness of a print, so I like to print 
on Fuji Crystal Archive High Gloss Paper.  

●   Quality matting and framing reflects the best in your images.  While very 
expensive, it is one of the few costs that earn an immediate reward from clients, in 
terms of oohs and aahs, who view your work.  I mentioned earlier that your framer 
should be one of your best friends. 
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Selling matted images requires more than 
you think.  It needs: 
 
A perma-seal backing board  
A quality photo 
A single or double matte 
A cellophane cover 
An identification tag in the back 
A display 
A fair price 
And a point-of-sale mechanism 
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12   Packages & Pricing 
●   There are no hard and fast rules about packages and pricing.  Most family 
bookings are either studio or location choices or maybe the final number of proofs is 
important – if it’s a family reunion.  Most weddings are packages: there could be 
engagements, bridals, the ceremony, and the reception – or maybe only two or three 
of these options. 
 
Creating packages allows you to create synergies between the packages you sell to 
clients. 

●   I always added a family sitting to every wedding package.  While you normally 
shoot the families at the wedding or reception, they probably aren’t in the clothes 
they would want for a family enlargement on the wall.  This gives you another sitting 
with them and another opportunity to sell them images. 

●   There were usually four different packages for each type of job.  This little hand-
out shows my four wedding packages and what they include. 

 

●   When it comes to pricing, don’t be the bottom feeder of your local group of 
photographers.  Find out some similar prices being charged and set your prices 
accordingly.  Prices should reflect your abilities.  Once you have established your 
prices, don’t change them to undercut the competition. 
 
Discounts should be available for folks who book you at bridal fairs, or those who 
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have referred clients to you.  You want to take care of your good clients because they 
become your friends and become a constant source of referrals. 

●   You can also offer discounts when clients pay you in full for a wedding when they 
book it with you – like 5%.  That is a $75 savings on a $1500 wedding, but you no 
longer have to worry about collecting the balance of the money before the wedding 
date. 
 
●   You can also offer quantity discounts for enlargements.  “If your print order is 
over $250, there is a 10% discount.”  You can also offer free sittings to good clients.  
Remember, you make money on the print orders, not on the sitting fees.  Client 
sittings are opportunities to make print sales, where your profit center is at. 

●   Here are my 2008 enlargement prices.  I felt my prices in Utah (low by California 
standards where I live now) were fair given my level of expertise, the cost of the 
prints, and the expectations of my clients: 

Wallets (2) $4.50 
Wallets (24) $42 

Christmas Cards (25) $42 
4x6 $6 
5x7 $16 

8x10 $29 
11x14 $70 
10x20 $135 
16x20 $170 
12x24 $225 
20x24 $250 
15x30 $295 
20x30 $350 
24x30 $395 
20x40 $395 
30x40 $495 
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13   Donations 
(It’s fair or it’s free) 

 
●   Worthy donations of photography services is great.  But many folks undervalue 
your photography skills and feel like they can ask you to do things for free – for 
minimal return.  If it’s not fair to me, then I’m donating my time and money. 
●   I’ve had dozens of non-profit businesses, nature organizations, and others ask 
me to donate enlargements or services.  My first question is always the same to 
whoever calls or e-mails … “are you being paid?”  Do they pay for their computers 
and office space?  You will find everyone in a non-profit is being paid, but they 
want your services for free.  So I’m very careful about when I donate my time 
and/or enlargements. 
●   Businesses who offer exposure for your images on their walls, but are unwilling 
to buy, will never push your photography.  If you want to display your work, look 
for public display opportunities at libraries or even local civic government offices or 
meeting halls or foyers. 
●   I donate to local causes, like the Relay for Life, and others like it.  Clients get a 
copyright release and a request to put in a photo credit if the images are 
published. 
 

 

 
 

Relay for Life 
Red Cross 

Salvation Army 
Local Churches 

Some Fundraisers 

 
●   Donations are personal expressions of gratitude and empathy to those you 
feel like your photography might help in some way.   
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14   Adding Value 
 

●   This is partly you as a photographer, but also your software skills.  Adding value 
means to take an image, no matter what it is, and add value to it through artistic 
framing, retouching, creativity, graphics, etc. 
 
Here are some examples: 

 

●   This image was shot with the flower sharp and the wedding couple out-of-focus 
in the background.  In processing I vignetted the edges so your eye skips the area 
at the top left and to the right past the couple - it goes from the foreground rose 
(sharp) to the wedding couple (blurry).  This treatment adds value to the image. 
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●   Here is another example: 

 

This image, shot at the last moment, has distracting elements and a boring 
background that I couldn’t control.  In the retouched image, below, I’ve improved 
the image and added value to it for the clients, who purchased it very large. 
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●   Here is another example: 

 

These images were produced in my studio with the intention of picking some to 
create this 24 foot wide banner to hang on the dance studio’s exterior wall.  A lot 
of time was taken to extract and collage these images, basically creating 
something better than any individual photo could represent.   

●   Here is another example: 

 

Another example of creating a collage of images.  Instead of selling wallets to 
graduating seniors I would combine text and graphics and create 4x6’s that had 
more value than a wallet, and I sold more. 
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15   Your Expertise 
 

●   You have to value your time, and charge for your time.  When you put 
together your packages the sitting fee must take into account your time and your 
expenses.  There is no correct fee amount and predatory pricing (you 
underpricing your sitting fees in the hope of gaining clients) always hurts you in 
the end.   
 
When I go to shoot a small family my sitting fee is low - $50 plus tax.  It takes me 
about an hour to shoot that job.  Does that mean my hourly fee is $50?  No.  It 
means that I’m going to make much more money from the print order that comes 
with that family sitting.  For that hour of work, and some computer time 
retouching the images, I’m making $200-$300 for that hour, and possibly much 
more.  The next question is how many hours do you shoot per day? 
 
●   When I go to shoot a commercial job where the client will get a copy of the 
images to use (no enlargement fees, though some use fees may apply) I’m 
charging a minimum of $150/hour, plus I’m adding costs for travel, equipment, 
etc.  There are some photographers who are good enough, famous within their 
specialty, and have the right space and equipment, to demand much higher fees, 
and get them.  Most photographers can’t do that and have to base their prices 
along more utilitarian parameters.  If you would charge $1500 (minimum) for a 
full day wedding shoot, why would you charge less for a commercial job? 

●   The same is true with your enlargement prices.  Any online printer will get you 
a great print for just a couple of dollars, but that price only takes into account 
their costs, not your time and costs.  Learning photoshop (CS) is time consuming 
and the program is expensive.  When you prep an image for printing how long 
does it take?  Don’t you spend more time on larger images?  That time must be 
charged for through the price of your enlargements.  I’ve seen some 
photographers charging just $10 for an 8”x10” image.  I charge $29, and I’ve seen 
prices as high as $85 in Los Angeles.  Some truly great landscape photographers 
can charge $200 for an 8”x10”.  It takes me a maximum of 5-7 minutes to process 
an image to print at that size, and usually much less time is involved. 
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16   Passion 
(For Photography) 

●   You have to not only have a passion for your photography, but you need to 
love (in terms of creating great images) your clients.  You have to want to produce 
images for them that are better than anything they have had in the past.   
 
Remember that those opportunities to shoot different types of jobs not only 
produce great images for them, but for you to use in your advertising and 
promotional materials.  You own a permanent copyright to those images. 

●   Your clients will feed off your passion.  When someone loves what they do it is 
evident to everyone.  Your passion is a variable that adds value to your images, 
and burnishes your professionalism.   

●   When you have breaks between jobs spend your time shooting things that will 
add experience to your resume, and images to your Stock Library.  Learn to see 
and learn to create. 
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The great thing about writing these pdf files is that I can update them, improve the 
accuracy of what I’m trying to get across to folks, and add sections for greater 
understanding.  You never stop learning in photography, and that is true for me nearly 
everyday.  I am continually reviewing other photographer’s images, finding image 
processing tips and tricks as newer versions of imaging software hit the market, and field 
tactics both in terms of the photographer and the subject. 
 
There is something about knowing that I can never learn it all, absorb it all, or be 
completely perfect – that drives me forward in an attempt to stay close to the edge of new 
skills and knowledge.  For those photographers who feel the same, photography is an 
eternal outlet for our artistic drive – a motivating force to pick up that camera and begin to 
look and see new things subjects, and to shoot in news ways. 
 
I hope this pdf helps you move forward in your quest to take outstanding images. 
 
Regards, 
 

 

PS. 
 
If you find mistakes or inaccuracies in this pdf please forward your thoughts to me, I would 
love to make corrections and keep it as accurate as possible. 
 
 

Copyright Brent Russell Paull 
brentrpaull@hotmail.com 

amwestphoto.com 
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